
YEAR 7 READING LIST 

ADVENTURE 

Ship of Shadows by Maria Kuzniar 
Aleja is a dreamer who longs for a 
life of magic and adventure. So, 
when a mysterious ship arrives in 
her Spanish harbour city, crewed by 
a band of ruthless women, Aleja 
knows it's sailed right out of a 
legend. And it wants her. But life 
aboard the Ship of Shadows is more 
than even she bargained for. It will 
take all of Aleja's strength and skill 
to gain the trust of her fellow 
pirates - and discover what they are 

risking everything to find. 

Girl. Boy. Sea by Chris 
Vick 

Storm, shipwreck, 
survival. This novel 
delves deep into the 
might and majesty of the 
unpredictable ocean, the 
strength of an unlikely 
friendship between a 
British boy and a Berber 
girl and their will to 
survive against all the 
odds. 

The Rise of Wolves by Kerr 
Thomson 

Innis Munro is walking home 
across the bleak wilderness of Nin 
Island when he hears the chilling 
howl of a wolf. B ut there are no 
wolves on the island - not since 
they were hunted to extinction, 
centuries ago. As long-buried 
secrets resurface, Innis's 
adventure truly begins. 
 
 
 

 
 

The Recruit by Robert 
Muchamore 

A terrorist doesn't let 
strangers in her flat 
because they might be 
undercover police or 
intelligence agents, but 
her children bring their 
mates home and they 
run all over the place. 
The terrorist doesn't 
know that a kid has 
bugged every room in 
her house, cloned the 
hard drive on her PC, 

and copied all the numbers in her phone book. The 
kid works for CHERUB. CHERUB is not James Bond. 
There are no master criminals or high-tech gadgets. 
CHERUB kids live in the real world. They slip under 
adult radar and get information that sends criminals 
and terrorists to jail. For official purposes, these 
children do not exist. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lee Raven, Boy Thief by Zizou 
Corder 

Lee Raven, boy thief, has stolen 
something he really didn't mean 
to. Now he faces a perilous flight 
through London (and the murky 
sewers below) as he tries to 
escape capture - because Lee has 
stolen the Book of Nebo, a book 
that has existed for thousands of 
years and tells every story and 
legend known to man.  
 
 

The Island at the End of 
Everything by Kiran 
Millwood Hargrave 

Ami lives with her sick 
mother on an island 
where the sea is as blue 
as the sky. It’s all she 
knows and loves, but 
the arrival of a cruel 
government official, Mr 
Zamora, changes her 
world for ever. Her 
island is to become a 
colony for sufferers of 

leprosy. Banished to an orphanage across the water, 
Ami meets a honey-eyed girl named for butterflies, 
and together they set out to find a way back home 
to the island at the end of everything. 

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ANIMAL STORIES 

The Wolf Wilder by Katherine 
Rundell 

Feodora and her mother live in the 
snowbound woods of Russia, in a 
house full of food and fireplaces. 
Ten minutes away, in a ruined 
chapel, lives a pack of wolves. 
Feodora's mother is a wolf wilder, 
and Feo is a wolf wilder in training. 
A wolf wilder is the opposite of an 
animal tamer: it is a person who 
teaches tamed animals to fend for 
themselves, and to fight and to 

run, and to be wary of humans. When the murderous hostility 
of the Russian Army threatens her very existence, Feo is left 
with no option but to go on the run. What follows is a story of 
revolution and adventure, about standing up for the things 
you love and fighting back. And, of course, wolves. 

Pax by Sara 
Pennypacker 

Pax was only a kit when 
his family was killed and 
he was rescued by `his 
boy', Peter. Now the 
country is at war and 
when his father enlists, 
Peter has no choice but 
to move in with his 
grandfather. Far worse 
than leaving home is 
the fact that he has to 
leave Pax behind. But 

before Peter spends even one night under his 
grandfather's roof he sneaks out into the night, 
determined to find his beloved friend. 

Moon Bear by Gill Lewis 
When twelve-year-old Tam is sent 
to work at a bear farm in the city, 
he has never felt so alone. He 
hates seeing the cruel way the 
bears are treated, but speaking up 
will mean losing his job. And if he 
can't send money home, how will 
his family survive? When a sick 
cub arrives at the farm, Tam 
secretly nurses it back to health 
and they develop an unbreakable 
bond. Tam swears to return his 
beloved cub to the wild, but how 

will they ever find a way to be free? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Child’s Elephant by 
Rachel Campbell-

Johnston 
When a baby elephant 
is abandoned on the 
African savannah, a 
young boy named Bat 
takes her back to his 
village and cares for 
her. But Bat's 
grandmother explains 
that Meya cannot stay 
with them for ever - the 
call of the wild will 

always be sounding in her soul. Then frightening 
rumours arrive at the village; rumours of kidnapping, 
suffering and war. Bat and his friend Muka are 
snatched and catapulted into a new life of 
unimaginable terror. Will the bond between Bat and 
Meya strong enough to save them? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Jungle Book by Kirsty 
Rudyard Kipling 

The story of the man-cub Mowgli 
who is raised by wolves in the 
Indian jungle, guided by his 
mentors Baloo the bear, 
Bagheera the black panther and 
the ancient python Kaa, and who 
confronts his arch-enemy Shere 
Khan the tiger, is one of the 
greatest literary myths ever 
created.  
 
 

Shadow by Michael 
Morpurgo 

Never have Aman and 
his mother needed a 
friend more than when a 
Springer Spaniel appears 
– thin and war-ravaged – 
in the mouth of their 
Afghan cave. Nursed 
back to health by Aman, 
the dog becomes a 
constant companion, a 
shadow, and that's what 
Aman decides to call 

her. But life in Afghanistan becomes more 
dangerous by the moment. Eventually, Aman, his 
mother and Shadow find the courage to embark 
upon the treacherous journey from war-torn 
Afghanistan to the safely of a relative's home in 
Manchester, England. But how far can Shadow lead 
them? And in this terrifying new world, is anywhere 
really safe? 
 

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CLASSICS 

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. 
Frank Baum 

When a tornado strikes the Kansas 
prairie, young orphan Dorothy Gale 
and her little dog Toto are blown 
away to Oz, a magical place filled 
with witches, munchkins, winged 
monkeys, and other unusual 
inhabitants. Lost and afraid, all 
Dorothy wants is to return to her 
Uncle Henry and Auntie Em. But to 
do so, the Good Witch of the North 
tells her, she must follow the 

Yellow Brick Road that leads to the Emerald City. There, she 
will find the fearsome Wizard of Oz who can help her find her 
way home. Along the way, Dorothy encounters three 
unforgettable characters—the Scarecrow, the Tinman, and 
the Cowardly Lion—who join her in her quest. Their journey 
to the Emerald City, fraught with peril and adventure, teaches 
them the true meaning of friendship and reminds us all that 
there is no place like home.  
 

Little Women by Louisa 
May Alcott 

The story of the family 
of the four March sisters 
living in a small New 
England community. 
Meg, the eldest, is 
pretty and wishes to be 
a lady; Jo, at fifteen is 
ungainly and 
unconventional with an 
ambition to be an 
author; Beth is a 
delicate child of thirteen 

with a taste for music and Amy is a blonde beauty of 
twelve. The story of their domestic adventures, their 
attempts to increase the family income, their 
friendship with the neighbouring Laurence family, 
and their later love affairs remains as fresh and 
beguiling as ever. 

Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland by Lewis Carroll 

Down the rabbit hole away little 
Alice goes. Follow her at your own 
peril but beware of the world you 
are about to enter. One with a 
decapitation-crazed queen, an 
unintelligible duchess, a sleepy 
dormouse, a chronically late 
rabbit, a witty Cheshire cat, a blue 
hookah-smoking caterpillar, a 
Hatter and a March Hare hosting 
a mad tea party, and a caucus 
race so bewildering that the best 

way to explain it is just to do it. 
 
 
 
 
 

David Copperfield by 
Charles Dickens 

The story of a young 
man's adventures on 
his journey from an 
unhappy childhood to 
the discovery of his 
vocation as a novelist. 
Among the gloriously 
vivid cast of characters 
he encounters are his 
tyrannical stepfather, 
Mr Murdstone; his 
brilliant but unworthy 

school-friend Steerforth; his formidable aunt, Betsey 
Trotwood; the eternally humble yet treacherous 
Uriah Heep; frivolous, enchanting Dora; and the 
magnificently impecunious Micawber. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hound of the Baskervilles by 
Arthur Conan Doyle  

The terrible spectacle of the beast, 
the fog of the moor, the discovery 
of a body: this classic horror story 
pits detective against dog, 
rationalism against the 
supernatural, good against evil. 
When Sir Charles Baskerville is 
found dead on the wild Devon 
moorland with the footprints of a 
giant hound nearby, the blame is 
placed on a family curse. It is left 
to Sherlock Holmes and Doctor 

Watson to solve the mystery of the legend of the phantom 
hound before Sir Charles' heir comes to an equally gruesome 
end.  
 

Around the World in 80 
Days by Jules Verne 

Phileas Fogg was one of 
those mathematically 
exact people, who, 
never hurried and 
always ready, are 
economical of their 
steps and their motions. 
He never made one 
stride too many, always 
going by the shortest 
route. He did not give 
an idle look. He did not 

allow himself a superfluous gesture. 

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FANTASY 

The Girl Who Speaks Bear by 
Sophie Anderson 

Found abandoned in a bear cave as 
a baby, Yanka has always wondered 
about where she is from. She tries 
to ignore the strange whispers and 
looks from the villagers, wishing she 
was as strong on the inside as she is 
on the outside. But, when she has 
to flee her house, looking for 
answers about who she really is, a 
journey far beyond one that she 
ever imagined begins: from icy 

rivers to smouldering mountains meeting an ever-growing 
herd of extraordinary friends along the way. 
 

The Graveyard Book by 
Neil Gaiman 

When a baby escapes a 
murderer intent on killing 
the entire family, who 
would have thought it 
would find safety and 
security in the local 
graveyard? Brought up by 
the resident ghosts, 
ghouls and spectres, Bod 
has an eccentric 
childhood learning about 
life from the dead. But 

for Bod there is also the danger of the murderer still 
looking for him - after all, he is the last remaining 
member of the family. A stunningly original novel 
deftly constructed over eight chapters, featuring 
every second year of Bod's life, from babyhood to 
adolescence. Will Bod survive to be a man? 

Gregor the Overlander by Suzanne 
Collins 

When eleven-year-old Gregor falls 
through a grate in the laundry 
room of his apartment building, he 
hurtles into the dark Underland, 
where spiders, rats and giant 
cockroaches coexist uneasily with 
humans. This world is on the brink 
of war, and Gregor's arrival is no 
accident. But Gregor wants no part 
of it - until he realizes it's the only 
way to solve the mystery of his 

father's disappearance. Reluctantly, Gregor embarks on a 
dangerous adventure that will change both him and the 
Underland for ever. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Asha and the Spirit Bird 
by Jasbinder Bilan 

Asha lives in the foothills 
of the Himalayas. Money 
is tight and she misses 
her papa who works in 
the city. When he 
suddenly stops sending 
his wages, a ruthless 
moneylender ransacks 
their home and her 
mother talks of leaving. 
From her den in the 
mango tree, Asha makes 

a pact with her best friend, Jeevan, to find her father 
and make things right. But the journey is dangerous: 
they must cross the world's highest mountains and 
face hunger, tiredness - even snow leopards. And 
yet, Asha has the unshakeable sense that the spirit 
bird of her grandmother - her nanijee - will be 
watching over her. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TrooFriend by Kirsty Applebaum 
Imagine having the perfect friend, 
one who never steals, lies or 
bullies. Now you can, with the 
TrooFriend 560, the latest in 
artificial intelligence! What can go 
wrong with a robot buddy? 
Especially one that's developing 
human characteristics and 
feelings, and who has just run 
away with her human? 
 
 
 

FloodWorld by Tom 
Huddleston 

Kara and Joe spend their 
days navigating the 
perilous waterways of a 
sunken city, scratching 
out a living in the ruins. 
But when they come into 
possession of a 
mysterious map, they 
find themselves in a 
world of trouble. 
Suddenly everyone's after 
them: gangsters, cops 

and ruthless Mariner pirates in their hi-tech 
submarines. The two children must find a way to 
fight back before Floodworld's walls come tumbling 
down. 

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HISTORICAL 

Salt to the Sea by Ruta Sepetys 
It's early 1945 and a group of 
people trek across Germany, bound 
together by their desperation to 
reach the ship that can take them 
away from the war-ravaged land. 
Four young people, each haunted 
by their own dark secret, narrate 
their unforgettable stories. 

When the World Was 
Ours by Liz Kessler 

Three young friends – 
Leo, Elsa and Max – 
spend a perfect day 
together, unaware that 
around them Europe is 
descending into a 
growing darkness, and 
that events soon mean 
that they will be cruelly 
ripped apart from each 
other. With their lives 
taking them across 

Europe – to Germany, England, Prague and Poland – 
will they ever find their way back to each other? Will 
they want to?   

Bone Talk by Candy Gourlay 
The Philippines, 100 years ago. A 
boy called Samkad wants to 
become a man. He is desperate 
to be given his own shield, spear 
and axe. His best friend, Luki, 
wants to be a warrior too - but 
she is a girl and that is forbidden. 
Then a new boy arrives in the 
village and everything changes. 
He brings news that a people 
called 'Americans' are bringing 
war right to his home. 
 

 
 
 
 

Cane Warriors by Alex 
Wheatle 

Moa is fourteen. The 
only life he has ever 
known is toiling on the 
Frontier sugar cane 
plantation for endless 
hot days, fearing the 
vicious whips of the 
overseers. Then one 
night he learns of an 
uprising, led by the 
charismatic Tacky. Moa 
is to be a cane warrior 

and fight for the freedom of all the enslaved people 
in the nearby plantations. But before they can 
escape, Moa and his friend Keverton must face their 
first great task: to kill their overseer, Misser 
Donaldson. Time is ticking, and the day of the 
uprising approaches. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Wild Way Home by Sophie 
Kirtley 

When Charlie's longed-for 
brother is born with a serious 
heart condition, Charlie's world is 
turned upside down. Upset and 
afraid, Charlie flees the hospital 
and makes for the ancient forest 
on the edge of town. There 
Charlie finds a boy floating face-
down in the stream, injured, but 
alive. But when Charlie sets off 
back to the hospital to fetch help, 
it seems the forest has changed. 

It's become a place as strange and wild as the boy dressed in 
deerskins. For Charlie has unwittingly fled into the Stone Age, 
with no way to help the boy or return to the present day. Or is 
there? 
 
 

My Name Is Not Friday 
by Jon Walter 

Samuel's an educated 
boy. Been taught by a 
priest. He was never 
supposed to be a slave. 
He's a good boy too, 
thoughtful and kind. 
The type of boy who'd 
take the blame for 
something he didn't do, 
if it meant he could 
save his brother. So 
now they don't call him 

Samuel anymore. And the sound of guns is getting 
ever closer… 

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HORROR 

The Dead House by Dawn 
Kurtagich 

Twenty-five years ago, Elmbridge 
High School burned down. The 
blaze killed three and injured 
twenty, and one pupil, Carly 
Johnson, disappeared. For two 
decades, little was revealed about 
what became known as the 
Johnson Incident. 
Until now. 
A diary has been found in the ruins 
of the school. In this diary, Kaitlyn 

Johnson, Carly's twin, tells of the strange and disturbing 
sequence of events leading to the incident. But Kaitlyn doesn't 
exist. She never has. 

City of Ghosts by 
Victoria Schwab 

Ever since Cass almost 
drowned (okay, she did 
drown, but she doesn't 
like to think about it), 
she can pull back the 
Veil that separates the 
living from the dead . . . 
and enter the world of 
spirits. Her best friend is 
even a ghost. So, things 
are already pretty 
strange. But they're 

about to get much stranger. When Cass's parents 
start hosting a TV show about the world's most 
haunted places, the family heads off to Edinburgh, 
Scotland. Here, graveyards, castles, and secret 
passageways teem with restless phantoms. And 
when Cass meets a girl who shares her "gift," she 
realizes how much she still has to learn about the 
Veil -- and herself. And she'll have to learn fast. The 
city of ghosts is more dangerous than she ever 

imagined. 
The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste 

When eleven-year-old Corinne 
stumbles into the forest on her 
Caribbean island home, she 
rouses a jumbie--a malevolent 
spirit--who emerges to wreak 
havoc. Corinne must call on her 
courage and her friends and use 
ancient magic to stop the jumbie 
and save the island. 
 
 
 
 

 

Doll Bones by Holly 
Black 
My name is Eleanor 
Kerchner. 
You can call me the 
Queen. 
I died in 1895. 
Now it’s time to play. 
 
A chilling ghost story by 
the bestselling author 
of The Spiderwick 
Chronicles, Holly Black. 



 

 

 

 

The Fear Zone by K.R. Alexander 
When five kids are invited to a 
cemetery at midnight, they think 
it's just a prank. 
When they find a gravestone that 
instructs them to dig up a grave, 
they think it's just a joke. 
It's no joke. 
An evil force is unleashed - a force 
that takes the shape of their 
worst fears. 
A shark in the water. 
A ghost in the walls. 
A nightmare of being buried alive. 

A snake about to strike. 
A sinister clown waiting in the woods. 
Once these fears are released, they won't go away. Not 
without a fight 
 
 
 

Small Spaces by 
Katherine Arden 

After suffering a tragic 
loss, eleven-year-old 
Ollie who only finds 
solace in books discovers 
a chilling ghost story 
about a girl named Beth, 
the two brothers who 
loved her, and a peculiar 
deal made with the 
smiling man--a sinister 
spectre who grants your 
most tightly held wish, 

but only for the ultimate price. Captivated by the 
tale, Ollie begins to wonder if the smiling man might 
be real when she stumbles upon the graves of the 
very people, she's been reading about on a school 
trip to a nearby farm. Then, later, when her school 
bus breaks down on the ride home, the strange bus 
driver tells Ollie and her classmates: Best get 
moving. At nightfall they'll come for the rest of you. 
Nightfall is, indeed, fast descending when Ollie's 
previously broken digital wristwatch begins a 
startling countdown and delivers a terrifying 
message: RUN. Only Ollie and two of her classmates 
heed these warnings. As the trio head out into the 
woods--bordered by a field of scarecrows that seem 
to be watching them--the bus driver has just one 
final piece of advice for Ollie and her friends: Avoid 
large places. Keep to small. And with that, a 
deliciously creepy and hair-raising adventure begins. 

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HUMOUR 

The Boy Who Grew Dragons by 
Andy Shepherd 

When Tomas discovers a strange 
old tree at the bottom of his 
grandad's garden, he doesn't think 
much of it. But he takes the funny 
fruit from the tree back into the 
house - and gets the shock and 
delight of his life when a tiny 
dragon hatches! The tree is a 
dragonfruit tree, and Tomas has 
got his very own dragon, Flicker. 
Tomas soon finds out that life with 

Flicker is great fun, but also very unpredictable. Yes, dragons 
are wonderful, but they also set fire to your toothbrush and 
leave your pants hanging from the TV aerial. Tomas has to 
learn how to look after Flicker - and quickly. And then 
something extraordinary happens - more dragonfruits appear 
on the tree. Tomas is officially growing dragons. 

Little Badman and the 
Invasion of the Killer 

Aunties by Humza 
Arshad and Henry 

White 
You've probably heard 
of me, right? Little 
Badman. No? Oh. Well. 
. . Doesn't matter. You 
will do one day. I'm 
gonna be big. I'm 
Humza Khan, the 
greatest eleven-year-
old rapper Eggington 

has ever known; soon everyone will know my name. 
Only problem is school has got really weird, man. All 
my teachers are disappearing, and our aunties are 
taking over. It wasn't too bad at the start, they keep 
feeding us delicious snacks. Like, all the time. But 
now these aunties are trying to mess with my music, 
so me and my best friends Umer and Wendy are 
going to hunt for the truth. Cos something big and 
bad is going on and we won't let anything mess with 
my music... or you know, the world. 

Demolition Dad by Phil Earle 
This is the story of Jake Biggs and 
his dad, George. George spends all 
week knocking down buildings 
...and all weekend knocking down 
wrestlers. He's the Demolition 
Man, and Jake couldn't be 
prouder. But when Jake hears 
about a pro-wrestling competition 
in the USA, and persuades his 
beloved dad to apply, things don't 
quite turn out the way he 
expected. 
 

 
 
 
 

The Broken Leg of Doom 
by Pamela Butchart 

When a session of 
extreme dancing leaves 
Maisie in hospital with a 
broken leg, things take a 
turn for the weird! 
Strange noises in the 
ward at night, missing 
cuddly toys and a 
sandwich trolley that 
only ever has TUNA 
sandwiches. Could 
Maisie's leg be CURSED? 

If it is, and it DEFINITELY IS, then everything is 
DOOMED! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Llama Out Loud by Annabelle 
Sami 

Yasmin Shah is a ten-year-old girl 
who is part of a big, noisy family 
and doesn't ever speak. Levi is a 
rude, sassy toy llama, who talks A 
LOT and has come to wreak havoc 
in Yasmin's life. Yasmin tries 
everything she can to escape Levi, 
but she can't help being dragged 
along on his crazy antics - and 
every day brings a new surprise, 
whether that's an erupting bin, a 

flying tuna fish, or a hat made from knickers. Life is never 
boring with Levi around - and could it be that he has a secret 
plan to help Yasmin find her voice? 
 
 

Runaway Robot by 
Frank Cottrell-Boyce 

When Alfie goes to 
Airport Lost Property, 
he finds more than he 
bargained for. A lot 
more. Because there's a 
giant robot called Eric 
hidden away on the 
shelves. Eric has lost 
one leg and half his 
memory. He's super 
strong, but super 
clumsy. He's convinced 

that he's the latest technology, when he's actually 
nearly one hundred year's old and ready for the 
scrap heap. Can Alfie find a way to save Eric from 
destruction - before Eric destroys everything around 
him? 

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



REAL LIFE STORIES 

George by Alex Gino 
When people look at George, they 
think they see a boy. But she 
knows she's not a boy. She knows 
she's a girl. George thinks she'll 
have to keep this a secret forever. 
Then her teacher announces that 
their class play is going to 
be Charlotte's Web. George really, 
really, REALLY wants to play 
Charlotte. But the teacher says she 
can't even try out for the part . . . 
because she's a boy. With the help 

of her best friend, Kelly, George comes up with a plan. Not 
just so she can be Charlotte -- but so everyone can know who 
she is, once and for all.  

Towers by Jewell 
Parker Rhodes 

When her fifth-grade 
teacher hints that a 
series of lessons about 
home and community 
will culminate with one 
big answer about two 
tall towers once visible 
outside their classroom 
window, Deja can't help 
but feel confused. She 
sets off on a journey of 
discovery, with new 

friends Ben and Sabeen by her side. But just as she 
gets closer to answering big questions about who 
she is, what America means, and how communities 
can grow (and heal), she uncovers new questions, 
too. Like, why does Pop get so angry when she 
brings up anything about the towers? 

Do You Speak Chocolate? by Cas 
Lester 

Jaz has found the best way to 
make friends with new girl 
Nadima, who doesn't speak any 
English - by offering her a 
chocolate bar. Nadima grins and 
offers back some Turkish Delight, 
the ice is broken, and a special 
friendship begins…  
 
 
 
 

Boy 87 by Ele Fountain 
Shif is just an ordinary 
boy who likes chess, 
maths and racing his best 
friend home from school. 
But one day, soldiers 
with guns come to his 
door - and he knows that 
he is no longer safe. Shif 
is forced to leave his 
mother and little sister 
and embark on a 
dangerous journey; a 
journey through 

imprisonment and escape, new lands and strange 
voices, and a perilous crossing by land and sea. He 
will encounter cruelty and kindness; he will become 
separated from the people he loves. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Star Outside My Window by 
Onjali Rauf 

Following the disappearance of 
her mum, 10-year-old Aniyah 
suddenly finds herself living in 
foster care. With her life in 
disarray, she knows just one thing 
for sure: her mum isn't gone for 
ever. Because people with the 
brightest hearts never truly leave. 
They become stars. 
So when a new star is spotted 
acting strangely in the sky, Aniyah 
is sure it's her mum, and she 

embarks on the adventure of a lifetime to make sure 
everyone else knows too -- an adventure that involves 
breaking into the Royal Observatory of London, a mischievous 
scurry of squirrels and the biggest star in Hollywood… 
 
 

Wink by Rob Harrell 
Ross Molloy just wants 
to be normal. He doesn't 
want to lose his hair, or 
wear a weird hat, or deal 
with the disappearing 
friends who don't know 
what to say to 'the 
cancer kid'. But with his 
recent diagnosis of a 
rare eye cancer, simply 
blending in is no longer 
an option. Ross - and his 
friends and his family - 

all need to work out how to deal with this 
devastating challenge that Life has thrown down. 
Maybe Batpig can come to the rescue? 

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

ROMANCE 

Oh My Gods by Alexandra 
Sheppard 

She's just moved in with her dorky 
dad and self-absorbed older 
siblings - who happen to be the 
ancient Greek gods, living 
incognito in London! Between 
keeping her family's true identities 
secret, trying to impress her new 
friends, and meeting 
an actually cute boy, Helen's 
stress levels are higher than 
Mount Olympus. She needs to 

rein in her chaotic family before they blow their cover AND 
her chances at a half-normal social life. 
 

Happy Girl Lucky by 
Holly Smale 

Fame – it runs in the 
family! 
The Valentine sisters – 
Hope, Faith and Mercy – 
have everything: fame, 
success, money and 
beauty. But what Hope 
wants most of all is love, 
and it doesn’t matter 
how far she has to go to 
find it. 
Except real life isn't like 

the movies. Unless of course you're a Valentine… 
 

Rick by Alex Gino 
Rick's never questioned much. 
He's tagged along with his best 
friend Jeff, even when Jeff's acted 
like a bully. He's let his Dad joke 
with him about girls, even though it 
makes him feel uncomfortable. 

Everyone around him seems to 
think that they've figured him out. 
But the truth is, Rick hasn't given his 
own identity much thought. Now 
Rick's in middle school, and it's a 
place of new possibilities. With the 
help of his new friends that he 

meets at the Rainbow Spectrum club, Rick embarks on a journey 
to find out who he truly is. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Infinite Sky by C.J. Flood 
The summer that 
changed one girl's life - 
one in which her mum 
leaves home, travellers 
set up camp in the 
family's field, her older 
brother goes off the 
rails, and she falls in love 
for the very first time. 
Opening with a funeral, 
Iris is mourning the boy 
in the casket - but who is 
it? Sam, her tearaway 

brother, or Trick, her tentative boyfriend? Over one 
long hot summer, we find out just how their three 
lives were turned upside-down. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stargazing for Beginners by Jenny 
McLachlan 

Science geek Meg is left to look 
after her little sister for ten days 
after her free-spirited mum leaves 
suddenly to follow up yet another 
of her Big Important Causes. But 
while Meg may understand how 
the universe was formed, baby 
Elsa is a complete mystery to her. 
And Mum's disappearance has 
come at the worst time: Meg is 
desperate to win a competition to 
get the chance to visit NASA 

headquarters, but to do this she has to beat close rival Ed. Can 
Meg pull off this double life of caring for Elsa and following 
her own dreams? She'll need a miracle of cosmic proportions. 
 

Star Crossed by Jo 
Cotterill 

Fliss isn't exactly 
outgoing. But on stage 
she really comes alive. 
And this summer, she's 
playing Juliet opposite 
her dream Romeo - Tom 
Mayerling. If only she 
could tell him how she 
feels! But unless Fliss 
finds some inner 
confidence, she's going 
to miss her chance with 

Tom. Because someone else has her eyes on Fliss's 
role - and her leading man…  

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SPORT STORIES 

Rebound by Kwame Alexander 
It's 1988. Charlie Bell is still 
mourning his father and struggling 
to figure out how he feels for his 
best (girl) friend, CJ. When he gets 
into trouble one too many times, 
he's packed off to stay with his 
grandparents for the summer. 
There his cousin Roxie introduces 
him to a whole new world: 
basketball. A legend on the courts 
is born. But can Charlie resist when 
trouble comes knocking once 

again? 

Ghost by Jason 
Reynolds 

Running. That's all 
Ghost (real name 
Castle Cranshaw) has 
ever known. But Ghost 
has been running for 
the wrong reasons -
until he meets Coach, 
an ex-Olympic 
Medallist who sees 
something in Ghost: 
crazy natural talent. If 
Ghost can stay on 

track, literally and figuratively, he could be the best 
sprinter in the city. Can Ghost harness his raw talent 
for speed, or will his past finally catch up to him?  

Girl Out of Water by Nat 
Luurtsema 

Lou Brown’s life is going down the 
pan. Best friend Hannah sailed 
through the Olympic time trials 
and is off to her fancy-pants new 
swim training school, while Lou’s 
own failure to qualify leaves her 
without a hobby – or a friend. As 
Lou tries to navigate her post-
swim world, a chance encounter 
with three boys with stars in their 
eyes takes her life in a surprising 

new direction. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Fastest Boy in the 
World by Elizabeth Laird 
Eleven-year-old 
Solomon loves to run! 
The great athletes of the 
Ethiopian national team 
are his heroes and he 
dreams that one day he 
will be a gold-medal-
winning athlete like 
them, in spite of his 
ragged shorts and bare 
feet. When his 
grandfather announces 

that he's going to take Solomon to Addis Ababa, 
Solomon cannot believe his ears. A trip to the 
capital? It's unfathomable. Solomon's joy is 
increased when he realizes that the Ethiopian 
running team will be doing a victory parade through 
the city that day. Maybe he'll get a glimpse of Haile 
Gebrselassie or Derartu Tulu?! But Solomon's 
grandfather has other plans. As Solomon follows him 
through the big, overwhelming streets, he learns 
something he cannot believe. The strict old man is a 
war hero who once risked his life to save a friend 
and has been in hiding ever since. When grandfather 
collapses, Solomon knows that getting help from his 
village is up to him. It's a twenty-mile run from the 
city to home, and grandfather's life hangs in the 



 

 

 

 

 

balance. Can the small bare-footed runner with the 
big heart do it? 

Atlantis United by Gerard 
Siggins 

Joe knows he has no chance of 
catching the mysterious scout’s 
eye – he loves football, but he’s 
by far the worst player in his 
club. Despite this, he’s whisked 
away to a remote island and 
teamed up with four other kids: 
Kim, Craig, Ajit and Jess. But 
there’s more to this island than 
meets the eye, as Joe learns it is 
home to the world’s greatest 
Sports Academy. With the help 

of eccentric, genius coaches, he and his new friends are 
gradually transformed into serious players in their own sports. 
But the Academy’s secrets are wanted by many others… 
Is someone tracking them? Will Joe and Atlantis United 
escape the clutches of their mysterious pursuers? And can 
they possibly win their first big game deep in the jungles of 
Brazil? 
  

 
 
 

Foul Play by Tom Palmer 
Danny is obsessed with 
two things: football - 
especially City Football 
Club - and investigating 
crimes. So, when 
England and City 
footballing hero Sam 
Roberts is reported 
missing the day after 
Danny saw him being 
taken, blindfolded, into 
the bowels of the City FC 
stadium late at night, 

he's determined to get to the bottom of it. But is 
Danny getting into something he can't handle?  

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THRILLERS & MYSTERIES 

High-Rise Mystery by Sharna 
Jackson 

The detective duo everyone is dying 
to meet! Summer in London is hot, 
the hottest on record, and there's 
been a murder in THE TRI: the high-
rise home to resident know-it-alls, 
Nik and Norva. Who better to solve 
the case? Armed with curiosity, 
home-turf knowledge and 
unlimited time - until the end of the 
summer holidays anyway.  

Malamander by Thomas 
Taylor 

Nobody visits Eerie-on-
Sea in the winter. 
Especially not when 
darkness falls and the 
wind howls around Maw 
Rocks and the wreck of 
the battleship Leviathan, 
where even now some 
swear, they have seen 
the unctuous 
Malamander creep... 

Herbert Lemon, Lost-and-Founder at the Grand 
Nautilus Hotel, knows that returning lost things to 
their rightful owners is not easy - especially when 
the lost thing is not a thing at all, but a girl. No one 
knows what happened to Violet Parma's parents 
twelve years ago, and when she engages Herbie to 
help her find them, the pair discover that their 
disappearance might have something to do with the 
legendary sea-monster, the Malamander. Eerie-on-
Sea has always been a mysteriously chilling place, 
where strange stories seem to wash up. And it just 
got stranger... 
 

The Guggenheim Mystery by 
Robin Stevens & Siobhan Dowd 

My name is Ted Spark. Three 
months ago, I solved the mystery 
of how my cousin Salim 
disappeared from a pod on the 
London Eye. This is the story of my 
second mystery. This summer, I 
went on holiday to New York, to 
visit Aunt Gloria and Salim. While I 
was there, a painting was stolen 
from the Guggenheim Museum, 
where Aunt Gloria works. Then 
Aunt Gloria was blamed for the 

theft, and I realised just how important it was to find the 
painting and discover who really had taken it. 
 
 
 
 
 

A.N.T.I.D.O.T.E. by 
Malorie Blackman 

It's just your average 
Friday night. Then the 
police show up. 
Your mum's been caught 
on CCTV, breaking into a 
giant chemical company. 
They say she's working 
undercover for 
A.N.T.I.D.O.T.E, a group 
against animal testing - 
but how is that possible? 
She's not a spy - is she? 

Now she's on the run - and only you can uncover the 
truth. And you've got to crack a code to do it. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Murder in Midwinter by Fleur 
Hitchcock 

Sitting on the top deck of a bus 
days before Christmas, Maya sees 
a couple arguing violently in the 
middle of a crowded Regent 
Street. They see her watching, she 
looks away, and the woman 
disappears. Maya goes to the 
police, who shrug and send her 
away. Then a body turns up... Now 
convinced she is a vital witness to 
a crime; the police send Maya into 
hiding in rural Wales. She resolves 

to get to the bottom of the mystery. Then the snow comes, 
and no one can get out. But what if someone can still get in? 
 
 

Ruby in the Smoke by 
Philip Pullman 

Soon after Sally 
Lockhart's father drowns 
at sea, she receives an 
anonymous letter. The 
dire warning it contains 
makes a man die of fear 
at her feet. Determined 
to discover the truth 
about her father's death, 
Sally is plunged into a 
terrifying mystery in the 
dark heart of Victorian 

London, at the centre of which lies a deadly blood-
soaked jewel. 

For a more challenging read, why not try:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


